
mycloud Hospitality Platform Scoops Express
IT award in Recognition of Superb Cloud
Solution
Express IT has honoured the mycloud hospitality
platform from Prologic First with its Cloud Solutions
Runner Up Award.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, December 14, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Hot on the heels of the Smart
SMB award it won in October 2018, the mycloud
hospitality platform from Prologic First has once
more been recognized as a result of its superb,
cloud-based hotel management software. With
nearly 500 entrants spread across the nine award
categories, Prologic First beat off stiff competition to
scoop Express IT's Cloud Solutions Runner-Up Award
in November 2018. The Express IT award was
presented by Union Minister of India for Electronics
and Information Technology, Mr. Ravi Shankar
Prasad. It adds to those that mycloud has already
won from Finances Online, Software Suggest, and
Smart SMB.

mycloud’s innovative hotel software is an all-in-one
solution for those running establishments in the
hospitality industry. The comprehensive system
includes a vast array of functions, including guest-
facing services, a web booking engine, front desk
operations, an e-POS service, and a complete back-
office.

mycloud provides a SaaS-based, integrated, fully automated solution that allows hotels to

The entire Prologic First
team is delighted to have
received this prestigious
Express IT Award. We strive
constantly to ensure that
our cloud solution remains
at the forefront of the
industry.””
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optimize revenues through enhanced operational
management and smart metric reviews. With budget-
friendly, tiered pricing, the system is suitable for small to
mid-size hotels of all sizes, from single establishments to
vast international chains. It allows those managing the
business to control everything from guest sentiments,
housekeeping and maintenance services to financial
planning through a single, user-friendly interface. Hoteliers
can automate distribution to OTAs, undertake multi-
currency transactions and chain-wide review analysis,
coordinate food and beverage expenditure and even glean
intelligence on competitors' rates.

Prologic First Vice President – Cloud Services Deepak Chauhan explains,
“The entire Prologic First team is delighted to have received this prestigious Express IT Runner-
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Up Award. We strive constantly to
ensure that our hospitality cloud
solution – mycloud – remains at the
forefront of the hospitality industry,
updating and refining the system to
ensure that it brings maximum value to
the establishments that use it. I'm
thrilled that this has once again been
recognized with a prestigious industry
award.”

One of mycloud's unique selling points
is that it offers a single comprehensive
platform, which helps hoteliers deal
with one vendor, offering everything
from guest services to taking a
departmental trial balance. Another
highly useful feature of mycloud is its
unique chain-based capabilities. The
system allows hotel chains to manage
reservations across properties via CRS.
It provides a comprehensive view of
the guest journey across properties,
along with central control of travel
agents and companies. It complements
these with reports to ensure that
management gets a complete
overview.
Easy to integrate and a joy to use, the
multi-award winning mycloud
hospitality system's comprehensive
features are supporting businesses
around the world to run their
properties more efficiently and more
cost-effectively.

mycloud is available to hospitality businesses in the UK, USA, UAE, Philippines, Thailand, India
and Singapore. For further details, visit www.mycloudhospitality.co.uk or email
info@mycloudhospitality.co.uk
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